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This book presents the content and applications in an accessible manner while maintaining an

appropriate level of rigor. The authors proceed from familiar material to new, and from concrete

examples to general rules and formulas. This edition retains its focus on real-world problem solving,

but has been refreshed with a wealth of new data in the examples and exercisesâ€”42% of the 452

examples are new or revised, and 31% of the 3,741 exercises are new or revised.
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It really doesn't explain what it is doing so you are left wondering where the number came from, and

occasionally won't even cover something then have questions on how to do it.. Also several of the

times it had pulled a number out of nowhere a full chapter or so later it finally explains how to do

that.. you can tell they were shuffling chapters around with little attention to what you need to know

for later chapters/sections.

The code that came along with the book didn't work because it had already been used by someone

else. I had to go spend an extra $80 to get it. Therefore I have wasted $140 on a book I really don't

need.

I bought this book for one reason: it was required for one of my classes. It's okay, although we didn't

use the book all that much. Only problem I especially had with it, was that a lot of the time it doesn't



show you how to solve the problem--it just shows you the answer.It's okay, just nothing I'd buy

unless I had to.

Wasted my money. Students can't use teachers edition books in class. The description didn't say

anywhere that it was teachers edition.

Beware, that once an access code has been used it is no longer valid, it can not be used again! So

all of those used books, are just that, used books. They may have an access code, but if it has

already been used once Pearson will not accept it again. I ended up buying access directly from

Pearson's Math Lab for $88. You can print the book pages you need from the web site, plus it

actually walks you through the steps of each problem, using 4-5 different methods that you pick

from such as: show me an example, help me solve this problem, show me in the textbook,

multimedia demonstration. There are more practice problems that I was ever able to do, with the

added benefit of knowing immediately if my answer was right or wrong.

I used this book for my local Community College Topics of Finite Mathmatics class. This book is for

business type math....we covered Matrices, Sets & Probability, System of Linear Equations ,

Simplex Method Maximization and so on. I was lucky enough to have the instructor's editon book,

which gave all the answers in the back helpful in understand the problems and doing to homework :)

Overall it was a very good book, helped me understand the material and I liked the set up of the

problems.

Bought this book for a course that uses mymathlab as a homework turn in service. The book should

have come with a code, but didn't. Book was unwrapped, and I think someone had grabbed the

code and returned the book for a refund prior to me getting it. Definitely disappointed, MyMathLab is

$92.30 for access alone. For that kind of price, I guarantee the instructors are getting a

kickback.Ended up returning the book as it didn't do me any good.

I wish it was available online but I loved it. One of my favorite math textbooks. The step-by-step

solutions really helped me understand difficult concepts that my professor could not help me with.
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